Abstract. We obtain large deviations theorems for both discrete time expressions of the form N n=1 F X(q 1 (n)), . . . , X(q ℓ (n)) and similar expressions of the form T 0 F X(q 1 (t)), . . . , X(q ℓ (t)) dt in continuous time. Here X(n), n ≥ 0 or X(t), t ≥ 0 is a Markov process satisfying Doeblin's condition, F is a bounded continuous function and q i (n) = in for i ≤ k while for i > k they are positive functions taking on integer values on integers with some growth conditions which are satisfied, for instance, when q i 's are polynomials of increasing degrees. Applications to some types of dynamical systems such as mixing subshifts of finite type and hyperbolic and expanding transformations will be obtained, as well.
Introduction
Nonconventional ergodic theorems which attracted substantial attention in ergodic theory (see, for instance, [2] and [13] ) studied the limits of expressions having the form 1/N N n=1 T q1(n) f 1 · · · T q ℓ (n) f ℓ where T is a weakly mixing measure preserving transformation, f i 's are bounded measurable functions and q i 's are polynomials taking on integer values on the integers. While, for instance, [2] and [13] were interested in L 2 convergence, other papers such as [1] provided conditions for almost sure convergence in such ergodic theorems. Originally, these results were motivated by applications to multiple recurrence for dynamical systems taking functions f i being indicators of some measurable sets.
Introducing stronger mixing or weak dependence conditions enabled us in [22] to obtain functional central limit theorems for even more general expressions of the form
F (X(q 1 (n)), ..., X(q ℓ (n)) −F where X(n), n ≥ 0 is a sufficiently fast mixing vector valued process with some moment conditions and stationarity properties, F is a locally Hölder continuous function with polinomial growth,F = F d(µ × · · · × µ) and µ is the distribution of X(0). In order to ensure existence of limiting variances and covariances we had to impose certain assumptions concerning the functions q j (n), j ≥ 1 saying that there exists an integer k ≥ 1 such that q j (n) = jn for j = 1, ..., k while q j (n), j ≥ k are positive functions taking on integer values on integers with some (faster than linear) growth conditions. The next natural step in the study of limiting behavior of nonconventional sums S N = N n=1 F X(q 1 (n)), ..., X(q ℓ (n)) is to obtain large deviations estimates. Namely, we will be interested in this paper in the asymptotical behavior as N → ∞ of probabilities
for various (open or closed) sets Γ ⊂ R. According to [19] under appropriate conditions 1 N S N converges with probability one as N → ∞ toF = F dµ × · · · × µ where µ is the common distribution of X(n)'s. Thus, as usual, (1.2) describes deviations of 1 N S N from the limit in the law of large numbers. The study of asymptotics of probabilities in (1.2) leads to what is usually called the first level of large deviations. We will study also second level large deviations estimates which means in our setup to consider occupational measures (1.3) ζ
δ X(q1(n)),...,X(q ℓ (n))
and to study the asymptotical behavior as N → ∞ of probabilities P {ζ N ∈ U} where U is a subset in the space of probability measures on a corresponding product space. In addition, we will consider also large deviations in the averaging setup, namely, for the "slow" variable Ξ ε (n) = Ξ ε x (n) given by a difference equation of the form (1.4) Ξ ε (n + 1) = Ξ ε (n) + εF Ξ ε (n), X(q 1 (n)), ..., X(q ℓ (n)) , n = 0, 1, ..., Ξ ε x (0) = x which is actually a generalization of the above since if F (ξ, x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) does not depend on ξ then Ξ 1 N (N ) = 1 N S N . We will deal also with continuous time versions of the above results considering S T = T 0 F X(q 1 (t)), ..., X(q ℓ (t)) dt for some stochastic process X(s), s ≥ 0.
As for conventional sums (ℓ = k = 1) meaningful large deviations estimates can be obtained only for some specific classes of stochastic processes and dynamical systems. In our more general situation we also assume that in the probabilistic setup X(n), n = 0, 1, ... is a Markov chain satisfying a (strong) Doeblin condition while in the dynamical systems setup we can consider X(n) = X(n, ω) = f (T n ω) where T is either a mixing subshift of finite type or a hyperbolic diffeomorphism or an expanding transformation and f is a Hölder continuous (vector) function. In the continuous time case we take the underlying process X(t) to be in the probabilistic setup either an irreducible finite Markov chain with continuous time or a nondegenerate diffusion on a compact manifold while in the dynamical systems setup we can take X(t) = X(t, ω) = f (T t ω) where T t , t ≥ 0 is a hyperbolic flow on a compact manifold and f is a Hölder continuous (vector) function.
We will show that it is not difficult to reduce the problem to the case k = ℓ and the major problems arise only in dealing with random variables X(n), X(2n), ..., X(kn). When k = 1 the above reduction leads to the standard (conventional) setup of large deviations. When k > 1 then the general case of Markov sequences requires a quite elaborate technique and a lengthy proof and it will be treated in another paper while here when k > 1 we restrict ourselves to independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequences X(n), n ≥ 0 which, unlike in the conventional setup, is still nontrivial.
Both probabilistic and dynamical systems setups are united by common ideas and motivations but their machineris are quite different and by this reason most of this paper deals with the probabilistic setup and only in the last Section 5 we discuss some of dynamical systems results which especially can benefit readers familiar with this field.
Preliminaries and main results
We start with the probabilistic discrete time setup where the underlying process X(0), X(1), X(2), ... is a Markov chain defined on a probability space (Ω, F , P ) and evolving on a Polish measurable space (M, B) as its phase space. We assume a "strong" Doeblin condition saying that for some integer n 0 > 0, a constant C > 0 and a probability measure ν on M the n 0 -step transition probability P (n 0 , x, ·) of the above Markov chain X satisfies (2.1)
for any x ∈ M and every measurable set G ⊂ M . It is well known (see, for instance, [8] ) that (2.1) implies existence of a unique invariant measure µ of the Markov chain X and the equality µ(G) = dµ(x)P (n, x, G) yields that
where dµ/dν denotes the Radon-Nikodim derivative. In all cases our setup includes also a bounded measurable function F = F (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x ℓ ) on the ℓ-times product space M ℓ = M × · · · × M . The setup becomes complete with introduction of positive increasing functions q j , j = 1, ..., ℓ taking on integer values on integers and such that (2.3) q j (n) = jn for j = 1, ..., k and some k ≤ ℓ while for j = k + 1, ..., ℓ and any γ > 0,
For any function W on M ℓ we denote byŴ the function on M defined by
As usual we denote by P x the probability conditioned to X(0) = x and by E x the corresponding expectation. Now, we can formulate our first result.
2.1. Theorem. Let W λ (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ), λ ∈ (−∞, ∞) be a differentiable in λ family of bounded measurable functions on M ℓ such that dW λ (x 1 , ..., x ℓ )/dλ is bounded for each λ, as well. Assume that k = 1 in (2.3) and (2.4). Then for any x ∈ M the limit
exists, it is independent of x and it is differentiable in λ. In fact, Q(W λ ) = ln r(W λ ) where r(W ) is the spectral radius of the positive operator R(W ) acting by
Furthermore, set W λ (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) = λF (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) and
Then for any closed set K ⊂ R,
and for any open set U ⊂ R,
where, as before,
. We observe that a very particular case of Theorem 2.1 when {X(n), n ≥ 0} are i.i.d. random variables was considered in Section 6 of [18] . Next, we describe the second level of large deviations in the nonconventional setup which deals with occupational measures ζ N on M ℓ given by (1.3) where M is assumed to be a compact space and δ z is the unit mass concentrated at z. For any probability measure η on M ℓ define (2.11)
where C + (·) denotes the space of all positive continuous functions on a space in brackets.
2.2.
Theorem. Let k = 1 in (2.3) and (2.4). Then for any continuous function
is a convex lower semicontinuous functional satisfying
where P(·) is the space of probability measures on a space in brackets considered with the topology of weak convergence. Furthermore, for any closed set K ⊂ P(M ℓ ), (2.14) lim sup
and for any open set U ⊂ P(M ℓ ),
Next, we exhibit continuous time versions of the above results. Here we assume that X(t), t ≥ 0 is a Markov process on a Polish measurable space (M, B) such that for some t 0 > 0, a constant C > 0 and a probability measure ν on M the time t 0 transition probability P (t 0 , x, ·) of the above Markov process X satisfies (2.16)
for any x ∈ M and every measurable set G ⊂ M . Again (see [8] ), (2.16) implies existence of a unique invariant measure µ of the Markov process X which satisfies (2.2). Now we introduce positive increasing functions q j , j = 1, ..., ℓ on R + such that for some 0 < α 1 < α 2 < ... < α k and k ≤ ℓ, (2.17) q j (t) = α j t for j = 1, ..., k while for j = k + 1, ..., ℓ and any γ > 0,
We will be interested in large deviations estimates as T → ∞ for
be as in Theorem 2.1. Assume that k = 1 in (2.17) and (2.18). Then for any x ∈ M the limit
exists, it is independent of x and it is differentiable in λ. In fact, Q cont (W λ ) = ln r cont (W λ ) where r cont (W ) is the spectral radius of the semigroup of positive operators R t cont (W ) acting by the formula
where
Furthermore, set W λ (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) = λF (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) and define J(u) = J cont (u) by (2.8) with r cont in place of r. Then for any closed set K ⊂ R,
The second level of large deviations in the continuous time nonconventional setup deals with occupational measures (2.24)
on M ℓ . Now we assume that X(t), t ≥ 0 is a diffusion process on a compact Riemannian manifold M with the generator L which is a nondegenerate second order elliptic differential operator. For any probability measure η on M ℓ set (2.25)
where the infimum is taken over all positive u from the domain of L.
2.4.
Theorem. Let k = 1 in (2.17) and (2.18). Then for any continuous function
Furthermore, for any closed set
and for any open set ⊂ P(M ℓ ),
A similar result holds true when X(t) is a nondegenerate continuous time Markov chain with a finite state space.
Next, we describe our large deviations estimates in a nonconventional averaging setup. Here we consider either a difference equation (1.4) for Ξ ε (n) in the discrete time case where X(n), n ≥ 0 is a Markov chain satisfying conditions of Theorem 2.1 or a differential equation for Ξ
in the continuous time setup where X(t), t ≥ 0 is a Markov process satisfying conditions of Theorem 2.3. We assume that F (ξ, x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) is bounded and Lipschitz continuous in ξ. The setup of (2.30) emerges considering, for instance, a time dependent small perturbation of the oscillator equation
where the force term g depends on time in a random way g(x, y, t) = g(x, y, X(q 1 (t)), ..., X(q ℓ (t))). Then passing to the polar coordinates (r, φ) with x = r sin(λ(t − φ)) andẋ = λr cos(λ(t − φ)) the equation (2.31) will be transformed into (2.30) with Ξ ε = (r, φ). It seems reasonable that a random force may depend on versions of a same process moving with different speeds which is what we have here.
As it is well known (see, for instance, [25] ), if F (ξ, x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) is bounded and Lipschitz continuous in ξ then whenever for each ξ the (pointwise) limit
In the discrete time case we have to takē
Almost everywhere limits of the averages above can be obtained by nonconventional pointwise ergodic theorems from [4] and [1] , respectively, in rather general circumstances in the dynamical systems case and under another set of conditions existence of such limits follows from [19] . The next natural step here is to obtain large deviations estimates for the above approximation of the slow motion Ξ ε by the averaged oneΞ
For each absolutely continuous curve
where I(η) is given by (2.11) or I(η) = I cont (η) given by (2.25) in the discrete or continuous time cases, respectively. If γ t , t ∈ [0, T ] is not absolutely continuous we set S 0T (γ) = ∞.
2.5.
Theorem. Let k = 1 in (2.3) and (2.4) or in (2.17) and (2.18) and set
in the discrete or continuous time cases, respectively. Then for any continuous function
where r cont is the same as in Theorem 2.3 with W t considered as a function on M ℓ and in the discrete time case we either extend q j (t) = q j ([t]) to all t ≥ 0 in order to write the integral in exponent in (2.33) or replace this integral by the corresponding sum. Furthermore, for any a, δ, λ > 0 and every continuous γ t , t ∈ [0, T ], γ 0 = x there exist ε 0 > 0 such that for all positive ε < ε 0 ,
2.6. Remark. Suppose that the averaged motionΞ ε has several attracting fixed points and limit circles. Then similarly to [12] (Markov chains case) and [17] (dynamical systems case) we can study rare transitions of the slow motion Ξ ε between these attractors. However, in the nonconventional setup the situation is more complicated and this problem will not be dealt with in this paper.
Certain versions of Theorems 2.2-2.5 can be obtained for some classes of dynamical systems such as mixing subshifts of finite type and C 2 hyperbolic and expanding transformations but in order not to interrupt probabilistic exposition here we discuss some of these results in the last Section 5.
In the next section we will show that the study of large deviations in our nonconventional setup can be always reduced to the case k = ℓ, i.e. we have to deal only with q j (n) = jn, j = 1, ..., k. So we discuss next this situation allowing any k ≥ 1 while assuming that X(n), n ≥ 0, q j and F are the same as in Theorem 2.1. It turns out that the treatment of the general case when X(0), X(1), X(2), ... is a Markov chain requires a quite complicated and technical proof whose exposition here would make this paper too long, and so it will be discussed in another paper. Thus, we will restrict ourselves here to a particular case when X(n), n ≥ 0 are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables (or vectors). Namely, we are interested in large deviations estimates for
.., r m ≥ 2 be all primes not exceeding k. Set A n = {a ≤ n : a is relatively prime with r 1 , ..., r m } and
Observe that S N,a (V ), a ∈ A V is a collection of independent random variables.
Theorem. For any continuous function
exists and the functional Q(V ) is convex and lower semicontinuous. If V = V λ depends on a parameter λ and has a bounded derivative in λ then Q(V λ ) is also differentiable in λ. Thus taking V λ = λF we obtain that also for k ≥ 2 in the above i.i.d. setup both upper and lower large deviations bounds (2.9) and (2.10) hold true with the rate functional J being the Fenchel-Legendre transform J(u) = sup λ (λu − Q(λF )) of Q.
In Section 4 we will provide a rather explicit computation of the limit (2.37). As a model application of Theorem 2.7 we can consider digits X(n) = X(n, ω), n ≥ 1 of base M expansions ω = ∞ n=1 X(n,ω) M n , X(n, ω) ∈ {0, 1, ..., M − 1} of numbers ω ∈ [0, 1) which are i.i.d. random variables on the probability space ([0, 1), B, P ) where B is the Borel σ-algebra and P is the Lebesgue measure. Take, for instance, V (x 1 , ..., x k ) = δ α1x1 δ α2x2 · · · δ α k x k for some α 1 , ..., α k ∈ {0, 1, ..., M − 1} with δ ij = 1 if i = j and = 0, otherwise. Then Theorem 2.7 provides large deviations estimates for the number , ω) , ..., X(kn, ω)). The same setup can be reformulated in the following way. Consider infinite sequences of letters (colors, spins, etc.) taken out of an alphabet of size M . Let n α1,...,α k (N ) be the number of arithmetic progressions of length k with both the first term and the difference equal n ≤ N and having the letter (color, spin, etc.) α i on the place i = 1, 2, ..., k. Then Theorem 2.7 yields large deviations bounds for n α1,...,α k (N ) as N → ∞ considered as a random variable on the space of sequences of letters with any product probability measure, in particular, with uniform probability measure which assigns the same weight to each combination of n consecutive letters (i.e. to each cylinder set of length n) for all n = 1, 2, .... We observe that another statistical physics interpretation of a particular case of the above i.i.d. setup appeared independently in a recent paper [6] though large deviations bounds were obtained there only for the case k = M = 2.
3. Large deviations for Markov processes: k = 1 case 3.1. Reduction to the k = ℓ case. First, we will show that the study of the limit (2.6) for any k ≤ ℓ can be reduced to the case k = ℓ. In order to apply this result not only to Markov chains but also to other fast mixing processes, in particular to dynamical systems considered in Section 5, we will deal here with a somewhat more general setup.
Let {X(n), n = 0, 1, ...} be a sequence of measurable mappings of a measurable space (Ω, F ) to a Polish space M considered with its Borel σ-algebra B. Since (M, B) is isomorphic to a Borel subset Υ of an interval we can and do identify M with Υ and assume that each X(n) is real (or vector) valued. Then {X(n), n = 0, 1, ...} becomes a real (or vector) valued stochastic process under each probability measure on (Ω, F ). Our setup includes two such measures P and Π while we assume that X(n)Π = µ does not depend on n, i.e. that the one dimensional distribution µ of X(n) on the probability space (Ω, F , Π) is the same for all n. In order to state our conditions we introduce also a family of σ-algebras
Next, we define a modified ψ-mixing (dependence) coefficient by
where E Q is the expectation with respect to a probability measure Q and · ∞ is the L ∞ (Ω, P ) norm. The rational behind introduction of two probability measures P and Π above is to allow X(n), n ≥ 0 to be a Markov chain with an arbitrary initial distribution (in particular, starting at a point) under P while X(n) is stationary under Π and the distribution of X(n) under P converges to µ = X(0)Π. Furthermore, we will not assume measurability of X(n)'s with respect to some of σ-algebras F m,l but instead will rely on approximation coefficients defined for each bounded continuous function
Since V is continuous we can take here the supremum over a countable dense set in M ℓ−1 , and so outside of one P -measure zero set β V (n) gives a uniform bound of the difference above.
3.1. Proposition. Let V (x 1 , . .., x ℓ ) be a bounded continuous function on M ℓ and assume that
together with the conditions (2.3) and (2.4) on functions q j , j = 1, ..., ℓ. Then,
where for each m < ℓ,
If, in fact, X(n) is F n,n -measurable then (3.2) holds true for any bounded measurable function V assuming only that ψ(n) → 0 as n → ∞.
Proof. Observe that (2.4) yields
and observe that d γ (n) → ∞ as n → ∞ in view of (2.4) and (3.4). For any l = 0, 1, ... and 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞ set X r (l) = E P (X(l)|F l−r,l+r ).
Next, for m = 1, 2, ..., ℓ, a ≤ b ≤ c and 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞ denote
If b = c, i.e. we have only the first sum above, we set Z
By the definition of β V (n) (and the remark after it) we obtain also that for any m = 1, 2, ..., ℓ, a ≤ b ≤ c and 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞,
Let g = g(x, y) be a bounded measurable function on a product M 1 × M 2 (for some measurable spaces (M 1 , B 1 ) and (M 2 , B 2 )) and X : Ω → M 1 and Y : Ω → M 2 be F −∞,l − and F l+n,∞ −measurable random variables (maps), respectively. Then it follows from the definition of ψ(n) = ψ P,Π (n) that
where g Π (x) = E Π g(x, Y ) and |g| Π (x) = E Π |g(x, Y )|. Now take r = r γ (N ) = [ q 1 (l) ), ..., X r (q m (l))) (3.8)
By (3.7) and the definition of β V we conclude that
where η(n) = (ψ(n) + 2β V (n) + 2β V (n)ψ(n))e C(V ) → 0 as n → ∞. Employing (3.8) and (3.9) for n = N, N − 1, ..., [γN ] + 1 we obtain that
Next, we use (3.10) for m = ℓ, ℓ − 1, ..., k + 1 which together with (3.5) and (3.6) yields that
Taking ln in (3.11), dividing by N , letting N → ∞ and taking into account that then r = r(N ) → ∞, we obtain that lim sup
and (3.2) follows since γ > 0 is arbitrary. If X(n) is F n,n -measurable for each n then we do not have to deal with the approximation coefficient β V (r) and X r = X, Z (m) r = Z (m) above. Hence all above arguments remain true with β V (r) = 0 for any bounded measurable V and we obtain (3.2) provided ψ(n) → 0 as n → ∞.
It is easy to check the conditions of Proposition 3.1 for Markov chains X(n), n ≥ 0 satisfying the "strong" Doeblin condition (2.1). Indeed, denote by F l,m , l ≤ m the σ-algebra generated by X(l), ..., X(m) with F l,∞ being the minimal σ-algebra containing all F l,m , m ≥ l and we set F l,m = F 0,m for l < 0 and m ≥ 0. If g is F l+n,∞ −measurable then by the Markov property (3.12) E P (g|F −∞,l ) = P (n, X(l), dy)E Py g where P y is the probability measure on the path space of the Markov chain X(n) starting at y. The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation sais that for any n ≥ n 0 , P (n, x, G) = P (n − n 0 , x, dy)P (n 0 , y, G), and so by (2.1) for all such n,
This together with the Radon-Nikodim theorem yields existence for ν-almost all y and n ≥ n 0 of the transition density p(n, x, y) satisfying
It is well known (see, for instance, [8] ) that (2.1) and (2.2) imply that
for some K, κ > 0 independent of n ≥ n 0 . If Π is the stationary probability of the Markov chain on the path space then
Hence, by (3.12) and (3.13),
Thus the condition (3.1) with β V (n) = 0 is satisfied in our Markov chains case.
3.2.
Corollary. Assume that conditions of Proposition 3.1 hold true. Suppose that for any bounded measurable function V λ (x 1 , ..., x k ) on R × M k having a bounded in x 1 , ..., x k derivative in a parameter λ ∈ (−∞, ∞) the limit
exists, it is a lower semicontinuous convex functional and it is differentiable in the parameter λ. Then for any bounded measurable function W λ (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) on R × M ℓ having a bounded in x 1 , ..., x ℓ derivative in a parameter λ ∈ (−∞, ∞) the limit
exists, it is a lower semicontinuous convex functional and it is differentiable in the parameter λ. In particular, the large deviations estimates in the form (2.9) and (2.10) hold true then with the rate functional J given by (2.8) with W λ = λF .
λ ) and we see from (3.3) that if W λ is bounded and has a bounded derivative in λ then so does W (k) λ . Hence, by the assumption Q(W (k) λ ) is a lower semicontinuous convex functional and it is differentiable in λ which implies the same for Q(W λ ) and the result follows. Now let k = 1 and V = W λ as in Theorem 2.1. ThenŴ λ = V (1) and by Proposition 3.1,
Thus we arrive at the standard limit appearing in "conventional" large deviations results which is well known for Markov chains X(n), n ≥ 0 satisfying our conditions as it is described in Theorem 2.1. Differentiability of Q(W λ ) in λ follows from standard results on positive operatos (see, for instance, [20] ) and we derive now Theorem 2.1 from well known "conventional" large deviations results (see, for instance, [9] , [16] and Section 2.3 in [11] 5) . By Proposition 3.1 together with the well known facts (see, for instance, [9] , [11] and [16] ),
where r(W ) is the spectral radius of the operator
Observe, that by the Donsker-Varadhan variational formula (see [9] and [10] ),
dν(x) and the infimum is taken over positive continuous functions on M .
Next, let Y (i) (n), i = 2, ..., ℓ; n = 0, 1, 2, ... be i.i.d. M -valued random variables with the distribution µ, all of them independent of the Markov chain X(n), n ≥ 0. Then it is easy to see that (3.18) lim
Indeed, let F X be the σ-algebra generated by the Markov chain X(n), n ≥ 0. Then
lnŴ (X(n))) and (3.18) follows. But now we have the standard situation for the Markov chain (X(n), Y (2) (n), ..., Y (ℓ) (n)), n ≥ 0, and so by the Donsker-Varadhan variational formula (see [9] and [10] ), (3.20) Q(W ) = sup
It is known here (see, for instance, Proposition 5.1 in [15] ) that there exists a unique ν = ν W on which the supremum in (3.20) is attained and it follows from the standard theory (see, for instance, [16] ) that I(ν) is the rate functional for the second level large deviations both for the auxiliary occupational measures
and for our nonconventional occupational measures ζ N .
Continuous time case.
Similarly to the discrete time case, the main step in the proof of Theorem 2.3 is to establish (2.19) and to identify the limit there as the spectral radius of the semigroup (2.20) . From (2.16) it follows that for any t ≥ t 0 and every measurable set G ⊂ M ,
Furthermore, similarly to (3.5) (see [8] ),
where p(y) = dµ dν (y) is the density of the unique invariant measure µ of the Markov process X. Observe that (2.18) implies also that for any j ≥ k + 1 and γ > 0, (3.24) lim
Let V = V (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) be a bounded measurable function on M ℓ and for m = 1, 2, ..., ℓ set
cont (X(q 1 (t)), ..., X(q m−1 (t)))dt and set Z (m)
x (0, M (γ, T )) does not contain the integration from 0 to γT as well as the sum of integrals from t n (γ, T ) + γ to t n (γ, T ) + γ + γ 2 which are both present in the integral from 0 to T , and so estimating these missing parts we arrive at the inequality
Denote by F t the σ-algebra generated by X(s), s ≤ t. Then by (2.18) and (3.24) for all T large enough if n ≥ 1, T ≥ t ≥ t n (γ, T ) and s ≤ t n−1 (γ, T ) + γ then X(q 1 (s)), ..., X(q m (s)) and X(q 1 (t)), ..., X(q m−1 (t)) are
cont (X (q 1 (s) ), ..., X(q m (s))) F qm(tn(γ,T )−γ 2 ) ds .
On the other hand, by the Markov propertỹ
and observe that d γ (t) → ∞ as t → ∞ for each fixed γ > 0 in view of the assumption (2.18). Now, by (3.23) and (3.28),
Now taking ln in (3.25) and letting first T → ∞ and then γ → 0 we obtain from (3.30) and the definition of Z
T of the second expression in brackets in (3.31) converges as T → ∞ to the logarithm of the spectral radius of the semigroup of operators R t cont (V ) defined in (2.20) . Thus, the assertions of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 follow from the well known results on large deviations (see [9] , [10] , [16] and [11] ) in the same way as in the discrete time case.
3.4. Nonconventional averaging. According to [12] the large deviations estimates (2.34) and (2.35) follow once we establish (2.33) for all continuous functions W t (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) on R + ×M ℓ . First, we claim that even without the assumption k = 1, q 1 (t/ε) ), ..., X(q k (t/ε)))dt = 0 where in the discrete time case q j 's are extended to all s ≥ 0 by writing q j (s) = q j ([s]) and we set
while in the continuous time case we set
The proof of (3.32) is the same as the proofs of (3.1) in the discrete time case and of (3.31) in the continuous time case while the dependence of W t on t does not play any role in the arguments employed there.
Next, when k = 1 we arrive at the "conventional" setup and (2.33) follows in the same way as in [12] (see also [17] ).
Large deviations for any
Here we assume that X(n), n ≥ 1 are i.i.d. random variables (vectors) and rely on the decomposition (2.36). In view of independency of S N,a (V ) for different a ∈ A N we can write
with A N and B η (a) defined in Section 2.
In order to study Z N,a (V ) we introduce also Then, clearly,
It follows that
where |Γ| denotes the cardinality of a set Γ. Hence Next, we claim that Z N,a (N ) is determined only by |B N (a)| and not by N and a themselves. Indeed, since |D(ρ)| is nondecreasing in ρ then it determines the set D(ρ) itself, and so |D(ln(N/a))| = |B N (a)| = |B N/a (1)| determines the set B N/a (1) in view of (4.2). SetB η (a) = B η (a) ∪ {n : n = ln ′ for some n ′ ∈ B η (a) and l = 2, 3, ..., k}. Then we can write
It is easy to see from here that Z η,a (V ) = Z η/a,1 (V ) for any η > 0 and an integer a ≥ 2 relatively prime with r 1 , ..., r m . Indeed, Z η,a (V ) is determined by the labeled directed graph Γ η (a) having B η (a) as its vertices and having arrows of k − 1 types so that an arrow with a label l = 2, 3, ..., k is drawn from n ∈ B η (a) to n ′ ∈ B η (a) if n ′ = ln. Clearly, the graphs Γ η (a) and Γ η/a (1) are isomorphic in the sense that there exists a one-to-one map ϕ : B η (a) → B η/a (1) such that if n, n ′ ∈ B η (a) and n ′ = ln then ϕn, ϕn ′ ∈ B η/a (1) and ϕn ′ = lϕn. Since X(n), n ≥ 1 are i.i.d., Z η,a (V ) is determined, in fact, by the isomorphism class of Γ η (a) and not by Γ η (a) itself, and so Z η,a (V ) = Z η/a,1 (V ). Since |B N (a)| determines the set B N/a (1) we conclude that it determines Z N,a (V ), as well, proving the claim.
Let l = |B N (a)| and set R l (V ) = Z N,a (V ) since the latter depends only on l (and, of course, on V ). Observe that
where 
, a is relatively prime with r 1 , r 2 , ..., r m }. Then by (4.2) and the above,
We will show next that the limit
Indeed, for each integer n ≥ 1 set G(n) = {in : i ∈ Z + } and G (l)
Since each G(n) is an arithmetic progression with the difference n we obtain that (4.11) lim
and (4.8)-(4.9) follows from (4.10)-(4.11).
Observe that by (4.2), (4.3) and the definition of ρ min and ρ max ,
and so we obtain from (4.1) and (4.5)-(4.9) that
while the last series converges absolutely in view of (4.5) and (4.12). Furthermore, if V = V λ depends on a parameter λ in a differentiable way with a derivative bounded byC then each ln R l (V λ ) is also differentiable in λ with a derivative bounded bỹ Cl. Hence, in this case we can differentiate in λ the series in the right hand side of (4.13) and the assertion of Theorem 2.7 follows.
4.1.
Remark. Arguments of the present section yield also moderate deviations estimates for sums S N (V ) given by (2.36) in the above i.i.d. setup. Namely, letV =
, where µ is the probability distribution of X(1), and observe thatV = EV (X(n), X(2n), ..., X(kn)) for any n ≥ 1. Then for any κ ∈ (0, 1 2 ), (4.14) lim sup
for any closed set K ⊂ R and
for any open set U ⊂ R provided that for any λ ∈ R, [12] and [11] ). In order to compute the limit (4.16) we observe relying on the same arguments as above that υ l (V ) = E(S N,a (V −V )) 2 depends only on l = |B N (a)| and on V where, recall, S N,a was defined in (2.36). It follows that (4.17) ln Z N,a (λN
provided |B N (a)| = l. Then in the same way as in (4.13),
and (4.16) follows under a nondegeneracy condition υ l (V ) = 0 whenever A (l) N = ∅.
Nonconventional large deviations for dynamical systems
In this section we discuss nonconventional large deviations results in the dynamical systems case and a reader which is not familiar with hyperbolic dynamical systems and is interested only in the probabilistic setup may skip this section altogether. We assume now that T : M → M is either a subshift of finite type or a C 2 expanding endomorphism or a hyperbolic diffeomorphism on a compact Riemannian manifold (see [3] and [21] ). By the latter we mean a C 2 Anosov diffeomorphism or, more generally, a C 2 diffeomorphism defined in a neighborhood of a hyperbolic attractor. We identify now the probability space (Ω, F , P ) with (M, B, µ) where B is the Borel σ-algebra on M and µ is a Gibbs T -invariant measure constructed by a Hölder continuous potential g (see [3] and [21] ). Let k = 1 in (2.3), (2.4) and (2.17), (2.18).
5.1. Theorem. Let X(n) = X(n, ω) = X(n, x) = f (T n x), n ≥ 0, where f is a Hölder continuous (vector) function, and we take also q j 's as in Theorem 2.1. Let k = 1 then for any W λ = W λ (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) continuous in x 1 , ..., x ℓ ,
.., T q ℓ (n) x) dµ(x) (5.1) = P(lnŴ λ + g) withŴ defined by (2.5), g being the potential of µ and P(·) being the topological pressure of a function in brackets for the transformation T (see [3] and [21] ). If the derivative dW λ /dλ exists and is bounded in x 1 , ..., x ℓ for each λ then Q(W λ ) is differentiable in λ, as well. In the expanding and hyperbolic cases the limit in (5.1) remains the same if we integrate in (5.1) either with respect to the normalized Riemannian volume or with respect to the Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen (SRB) measure µ = µ SRB which is the Gibbs measure corresponding to the potential g = − ln ϕ where ϕ is the Jacobian of the differential DT restricted to unstable leaves (see [3] and [21] ). The large deviations estimates (2.9) and (2.10) hold true with the rate functional J given by (2.8) with Q(W λ ) for W λ = λF given by (5.1) in place of r(W λ ) in (2.8).
Proof. For T being a C 2 Axiom A diffeomorphism (in particular, Anosov) in a neighborhood of an attractor or T being an expanding C 2 endomorphism of a Riemannian manifold M (see [3] ) let ζ be a finite Markov partition for T . Then we can take F kl to be the finite σ-algebra generated by the partition ∩ l i=k T i ζ. Another case for the above theorem is when T is a topologically mixing subshift of finite type, i.e. T is the left shift on a subspace Ξ of the space of one-sided sequences ς = (ς i , i ≥ 0), ς i = 1, ..., l 0 such that ς ∈ Ξ if ξ ςiςi+1 = 1 for all i ≥ 0 where Ξ = (ξ ij ) is an l 0 × l 0 matrix with 0 and 1 entries and such that Ξ n for some n is a matrix with positive entries. Again, we take µ to be a Gibbs invariant measure corresponding to some Hölder continuous function and to define F kl as the finite σ-algebra generated by cylinder sets with fixed coordinates having numbers from k to l. The exponentially fast ψ-mixing is well known in the above cases (see [3] ). In fact, convergence to zero of the modified ψ−mixing coefficient ψ P,Π (n) holds true, as well, in the hyperbolic and expanding case when P is the normalized Riemannian volume and Π = µ SRB . If the function W λ = W λ (x 1 , ..., x ℓ ) is continuous in x 1 , ..., x ℓ then β W λ (n) from Proposition 3.1 tends to zero as n → ∞, and so the condition (3.1) will be satisfied here. It follows from [16] follow from Section 4.5.3 in [11] with a rate function which is the Fenchel-Legendre transform of Q.
(ii) Theorem 2.6 provides a direct application to the dynamical systems case when T is a full shift (on a finite alphabet sequence space) considered with a Bernoulli invariant measure taking X(n) = f •T n with a function f on the sequence space depending only on zero coordinate. Nonconventional large deviations when k > 1 for more general cases (e.g. subshifts of finite type with Gibbs invariant measures, hyperbolic and expanding transformations etc.) require more elaborate technique and they will not be treated in this paper.
